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It is the purpose of this letter to present to the
Lehigh Project Subcommittee recommendations for certain frame
tests to be conducted as a part of the current five-year in-
vestigation on the "Ultimate Strength of Welded Continuous
Frames and Their Components"*
I1K:TRODUCTIOThT
Sufficient informa tion has been obtained from phases of
the investigation already completed or nearing completion to
permit the testing of complete welded frames. A test program
of frame componeDts (beam, columns, and connections) has been
partially completed; two reports for publication are to be
finished during the next two months. Full scale and miniature
portal frames tested at Cambridge University, England, have
confirmed the accuracy of methods for the prediction of the
ultimate carrying capacity of frames for the particular sec-
tions tested. However, the pridiction of plastic deformations
and the effect of frame connections are still uncertain. It
is hoped that the recommended tests will help to fill these
gaps in present knowledge and at the same time demonstrate the
carrying capacity of frames in which wide-flange sections ere
used.
PURPOSE
Therefore, the present frame tests bave two major
objectives:
(1) to check the behavior of various frame components
(such as connections, columns and beams) .wi.th the numerous iso-
lat~d tests which have been performed •
*For readers who may wish to review previous frame test proposals'
refer,ence is made to ,the following:
(1) May 12, 1948, Proposal to Welding Research Council.
'rhis describes initial plans and objectives of the entire program.
(2) May 7, 1948, Proposal to Office of 1\ aval Research. .
This describes in more detail than the above the frame test as
originally planned.
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(2) to check actual deformations and internal forces
wi th those predicted by various anal ytical treatments. One
such treatment has' been proposed by Mr. Weiskopfj* another
is a method analogous to the usual conjugate beam procedure.
Methods of numerical integration have been used, and it is
hoped that additional methods can be devised.
A particular comparison under item (1) is with a recent
continuous beam test in which a portel frame was simulated.
PROGRAM OF TESTS
The components of the frame tests recommended at this
time are as nearly identical to the isolated tests as practice.:.
Three frame tests are proposed; loads will be applied
through the plastic region to collapse. The frames are iden-
tical in overall dimensions (F'ig. 1) j in two frames equal
loads will be applied at the three-eighths points; and in one
frame a concentrated load will be applied at the center 1ine~
COLUMN
HEI'JHT
SPf-1N
!
MODEL-
-LOI.'DIN G I BEAM COLUMN !CON1ECTIU"··ji COI"IPL:ETEJ:
TYPE
I .~ 14' 7' 3/8 pt. 8WF40 8WF40 8B jF"e.b: \[.1B 14' 7' centerline 8El3 8B13 I 8B I~~li "51I C 14' 7' 3/8 pt. 4WF13 4WFl3 2B iReVj\fllntj .
. ------'-------l.,.,..---_-J- -l- ---4 .L1 ,1 ( 1oM'iI)
Funds presently available may permit the testin,:s of only
two of the above ~rames. Unless the committee has recommenda-
tions to the contrary the frames will be tested in order listed.
DIIv1EN.3IONS AND LOAIDU:G CONDITION OF THE FRAMES
The overall dimens:1.ons of the frames are the same as have
been used in the simulated frame tests of the continuous beam
program. Vertical loads in two of the tests will be applied
at points three-ei':;hths of the span len,sth from each knee. Third
point loading, originally planned for these tests, introduces
plastic shear failure in the 8WF40 section. It appears desir-
able to avoid such a shear failure over any significant portion
of the span. Shear failure also could have been eliminated by
the use of a different rolled section or by increasing the span
length. However, it is considered desirable to use sections
which have been used in earlier pornions of the project. A
standard span length of 14', which has beer! used in the previous
tests, is maintained in this pro3ram.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
*Mr. Weiskopf's paper was forwarded to members of
Subcommittee by N~. Higgins on November 23, 1949.
was discussed in Progress Report H, issued to the
February 20, 1950.
the Lehigh
The paper
Subcommittee
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It is known from previous tests that the SB13 sec-
tion possesses very poor lateral buckling quelities in a
region of constarit moment. For this reason the center line
loadin;, conditi on has been ,chosen for Model B.
The initial tests are to be kept as simple as possi-
ble from the viewpoint ofenalysis.For this reason spee;ial
precaution is taken to prevent side away and a column section
is chosen waich should develop the required moments without
lateral bucklin~. In addition lateral support is provided
at several points along the beam. . .
SELECTION OF gECTIO~
Three sections have been selected: SWF40, SB13, and
4WF13. The SII sections have been t eated in numerous beam,
column, and connection tests; and the 4WF13 section has been
used in the most recent column tests.
The 8WF40 and 4WF13 s0ctions do not have the usual
proportions of portal frame colurrms. However, the objectives
of these tests can best be pursued by their use. Both sec- .
tions-will eliminate some undesirable lateral and local buck-
ling tendencies; for the~e initial tests this is desirable,
since the deformation theories being checked do not include
these effects. Previous column tests indicate that for the
loading encountered in these frames both sections will develop
their plastic strength without inelastic buckling •
. The SB13 section is selected because its proportions
resemble those in common use for portal frame columns and also
because the section was used in most of the isolated connection
tests. It is considered desirable to obtain a direct compar-
ison between th,s behavior of an iso18ted conrlection and the
behavior of the same connection in a frame.
As mentioned above the 8B13 section has poor buckling
qualities espacially in the plastic range. Since currently
used portal frame sections have similar proportions, this test
has a certain "negative" quality; it should S:1 ow that sections
used efficiently in the elastic range are not necessarily
efficient in the plastic range.
SELECTION OF K~~E
Two types of knees which have shown d3sirable character-
istics in isolated tests have been chosen. Connection type SB
(Fig. 2) has moment rotation characteristics which closely
approximate an equivalent length of beam; in the elastic range
its rotations are approximately 30% greater than ~l equivalent
le-n 5th (Fi,::;. 3); in the plastic rans-e, the strength- of the
rolled 'section is completely developed. Type SB connection
tests did not differentiate between full-~epth and half depth
stiffener~. The former has been chosen.
Since in many instances the aesthetic as well as the
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structural qualities of a knee are of importance, it is recom-
mended that the second knee be one of the commonly used haunched
or curved knees. Connection type 2B (Fig. 2) is recommended.
On a 14' span it is impractical to use a haunctDd connect~on
with an 8" rolled section sinc.e the end of the knee will-fall
very near a point of contra-flexure. Therefore, connection
type 2B is used with the 4" rolled section. Previous tests
indicate that the type 2B is both stiffer (approximately 100%)
and stronger than an equivalent len3th of beam (Fig. 3). -
When tested as isolated units with an 8B13 rolled
section the failure of the knees under consideration was pre-
cipitated by local buckling. The rolled sectiorBrecommended
for Models A and C are less susceptible to local buckling
than the 8B13 section.
iJ.!:y change in the moment rotation characteristics due
to the use of a different rolled section will be determined b~
direct measurements on the frames. Since each frame will have
two identical knees, it is felt that the knee can be adequatel/
investigated without resorting to additional isolated tests.
As shown in F'i3. 4 the loading of the frame cormection
is not identical to that of the isolated test. It is felt tha~
this will have a minor effect on the characteristics of the knee
and it is hoped that the effect can be evaluated from the frame
tests.
TEST PROCEDURE
The arrangement for application bf loads is shown in
Fig. 1. Loads will be applied and measured with hydraulic
jacks and aluminum tube dynamometelZs. In Model A and C equal
loads will be applied at the three-eishts points; in Model B
one load will be applied at the center line. Lateral support
and sideway support will be provided 8S shown in Fig. 1. The
testin5 procedure will be similar to that employed in the past
on isolated components.
The shape of the deformed structure will be determined
by means of dial gages and level bars. Moment rotation char-
acteristics of the connections and rolled sections will be
measured by means of SR-4 gages and level bars located at
cert8in critical sections.
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3/8 point loading .
C - Equivalent Load Line, Isolated
Conrlection Test, Type 2B
Load Line Frame Test (plastic)~
Load Line Frame Test (elastic)*
D - Equivalent Load Line, Isolated
Connection Test, ~Jpe 8B
(Load ·line will shift from
~ to B as test progresses)
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